
Dimensions Free and Dimensions Analytics - what’s the difference?

Find out more at www.dimensions.ai

DIMENSIONS offers a free version for personal, non-commercial use: all publications, citations and datasets together with rich contextual information

DIMENSIONS ANALYTICS offers access to all data in Dimensions: all publications, datasets, grants, patents, clinical trials and policy documents plus additional tools designed to deliver in-
depth data analytics and meet specific analytical needs.

FEATURES FREE VERSION DIMENSIONS ANALYTICS

Available content Publications, datasets Publications, datasets, grants, patents, clinical 
trials, policy documents

Export limit 500 records 5,000 - 50,000 records 

API N/A Included with Analytics for Institutions

Access/implementation Access via app.dimenions.ai SSO/IP-range, EZ Proxy

Available filters Limited Expanded (eg. additional research categorization 
systems)

Analytical views Limited Expanded, additional views for all content types

Visualizations Basic Expanded, including customizable timelines and 
heatmaps that can be exported as image or data 
files

Search functionality
Perform searches in full data or limit to title & abstract across all data types. 

Basic boolean operators in full 
text or title & abstract
DOI search for publications
“Abstract search”

Expanded boolean operators in full text or title & 
abstract
DOI search for publications
“Abstract search”
Advanced search with co-occurring concepts
Exclude selected filters

My Groups
Define your own groups of like entities (eg. research organizations, researchers)

N/A Included

Shared Groups
Share a group with other Analytics users at your organization

N/A Included (limit of 10 administrative users per 
academic institution)

Alerts for new search results
Get weekly emails alerting you to new results matching your search 

Publications only Publications & grants

Reviewer finder/workflow support
Reviewer identification tool, which includes committee building, committee assignment, and clustering for manuscripts and 
applications. We also offer advanced portfolio reporting functionalities for research funders and publishers, and coding support for 
several category systems.

N/A Available for publishers and funders only

Private data integration
We can set up a physically separate application for your organization with the option to integrate private data for your analytical 
needs and reviewer identification. We also provide custom implementations and integration with your existing systems.

N/A Custom


